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Abstract. We describe and analyze a method that blends records from
both observed and synthetic microdata into public-use tabulations on
establishment statistics. The resulting tables use synthetic data only in
potentially sensitive cells. We describe different algorithms, and present
preliminary results when applied to the Census Bureau’s Business Dynamics Statistics and Synthetic Longitudinal Business Database, highlighting accuracy and protection afforded by the method when compared
to existing public-use tabulations (with suppressions).
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Introduction

Statistics based on detailed business data are increasingly relied upon to
make informed decisions by firms and governments. Novel statistics, for
instance on business startups and firm dynamics [1], are valuable additions to the toolbox of evidence-based policy and business decisions. At
the same time, the sparsity and skewness of business data makes disclosure avoidance a challenge. Early County Business Patterns (CBP)
statistics (before the advent of noise infusion as a disclosure avoidance
measure) had between 10 and 40 percent of values suppressed.1
In recent years, the use of fully or partially synthetic data has allowed the publication of increasingly detailed statistics. Going back to
the seminal contributions of [2] and [3], the release of statistics based
on partially synthetic data in the U.S. Census Bureau’s LEHD OriginDestination Employment Statistics (LODES) [4] and American Community Survey (ACS) [5–7] strikes a new balance between detailed statistics
and appropriate disclosure avoidance. Other cases of using synthetic data
for the purpose of tabulation exist [8, 9]. Furthermore, partially synthetic
microdata [10–12] has been released to end-users as a access and analysis
mechanism [13].
In this paper, we explore the use of tabulations based on partially
synthetic data as a disclosure avoidance mechanism for certain at-risk
tabulation cells. This is similar in spirit to the originally proposed uses of
synthetic data [3, 2], and follows similar uses of partially synthetic data
in the ACS [6, 7]. Our approach differs in that we address longitudinal
consistency of the data explicitly, an important feature of the statistics
underlying our paper.
To illustrate and implement the proposed mechanism, we use the
Business Dynamics Statistics (BDS). The BDS were first released in 2008,
providing novel statistics on business startups on a comprehensive basis
for the U.S. economy [1]. They have been used in a number of recent
publications, addressing questions of job creation and destruction, establishment births and deaths, and firm startups and shutdowns [14–17]. The
BDS are sourced from confidential microdata in the Longitudinal Business
Database (LBD). It provides measures of business openings and closings,
and job creation and destruction, by a variety of cross-classifications (firm
and establishment age and size, industrial sector, and geography). Since
the first release, additional cross-tabulations have been added each year:
1

Example taken from 2004 CBP, national by NAICS tabulations, across all size and
NAICS cells.

initially provided only based on firm charateristics, tabulations based on
establishment characteristics were later added, as were additional geography cross-tabulations (Metropolitan Statistical Area, and Metro/NonMetro). Sensitive data are currently protected through suppression. However, as additional tabulations are being developed, at ever more detailed
geographic levels, the number of suppressions increases dramatically.2
We leverage the existence of a sophisticated partially synthetic data
file the Synthetic LBD [18, 11], henceforth SynLBD – in combination with
the techniques first expressed in [19] and [20] to replace sensitive cells with
tabulations based on synthetic data. A previous paper [21] described early
results from the implementation of the simplest algorithm described here.
In this version, we refine those algorithms, and present new results. We
start by describing the extent of suppressions in the BDS, then lay out
the algorithm to combine synthetic and confidential data for the purposes
of tabulation. Preliminary results are discussed, and an outlook given on
the next steps necessary to achieve a robust public-use tabulation.

2

Current Protection Methods

BDS processing uses primary and secondary suppressions, derived from a
P percent rule, as disclosure avoidance mechanism. All cells of a potential
publication table are analyzed to make sure no identifying information
about a particular business, household, or individual is released to the
public. In the case of the BDS, cells where the top 2 firms account for
more than P percent of the total value of the cell are flagged for suppression. The precise P value is not disclosed to minimize the possibility of
reidentification by potential attackers. Secondary suppressions are identified so as to minimize the amount of information loss in a given table
row or column. To this end, the search algorithm looks for candidate
cells that contain the least amount of employment, and suppresses their
content. Protecting these secondary cells might require a third round of
supressions given the presence of column totals in the tables. Once the
tables are analyzed and the necessary cells suppressed, each table row
that contains a suppression is flagged, and the modified table released to
the public.3 A necessary feature of this disclosure mechanism is that a
large number of secondary suppressions are necessitated by the need to
2
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The next set of expansions include plans to provide additional industry and geography detail.
Note that in some data release formats (SAS) individual suppressed cells are not
separately flagged, only the row that contains at least one suppressed cell.

protect the cell that is the primary disclosing cell. The public-use data, of
course, doesn’t allow the identification of which suppressions are primary
or secondary suppressions.
Table 1 describes the extent to which suppressions occur in the published establishment-level BDS [22] (Table 6 in the appendix also describes the similar pattern in firm-level statistics). The number of cells in
each table is indicated, as are the percent of cells with suppression of some
variable (d flag=1), and the percent of cells where “Job Creation by Entrants” or “Job Creation by Continuers” is suppressed. Other variables,
also present on the establishment-level BDS, are never suppressed.
Clearly, while the usefulness of the data to users would seem to increase for more detailed cross-tabulations, that same detail, under current disclosure avoidance rules, leads to increased suppression, and thus
less effective data utility. Suppression is worse for some variables than
for others. Establishment and firm counts are never suppressed following
County Business Patterns and Disclosure Review Board rules. By contrast job creation and destruction, and establishment birth and deaths
may be suppressed.

3

Alternative Protection Methods

In this section, we describe a protection system which uses tabulations
from synthetic data, in a variety of implementations, to compensate for
the suppressions generated by the current protection system. They should
be considered extensions or complements to the current protection methods, since we describe and implement them within the constraints of the
current system. In particular, our definition of sensitive cells is driven
entirely by the current protection system. For comparison purposes, we
also (partially) implement an alternate protection system, multiplicative
noise infusion.
3.1

Synthetic Data Tabulations

The Synthetic LBD (SynLBD) [18] is a synthetic dataset on establishments with proven analytic validity along several critical dimensions [11].
Additional improvements are currently being developed [23, 24]. A growing number of researchers have used the SynLBD, and their continued
use contributes to the improvement of the SynLBD.
The use of the SynLBD for the purposes outlined in this paper is
particularly appealing, because its analytic validity has been independently established, while maintaining a high level of data privacy. Based

on the variables already available on the released SynLBD, tabulations
that use the SynLBD as an input presumably require no additional disclosure avoidance review. Only tabulations involving state and sub-state geography should require additional review since geographic variables were
removed from the disclosure request that approved the release to the
public of the SynLBD.4
The available SynLBD is released as a single implicate, and by design, may distort an analysis by a potentially large an amount. The use
of additional implicates for the purposes of BDS table creation may be
desirable and will be assessed in later work.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate several algorithms that complement the existing BDS disclosure avoidance methodology (primary and
secondary suppression, PSS). In all cases, we allow the PSS methodology to determine which cells are sensitive. Once identified, sensitive cells
as well as some additional cells are modified using tabulations based on
synthetic establishments.
The first algorithm, which we will call the “drop-in algorithm”, simply
replaces a cell that has been suppressed with its synthetic-data equivalent, i.e., the equivalent table cell from a tabulation based on the SynLBD
alone. The second algorithm, called “forward-longitudinal algorithm”, is
slightly more complicated. At any point in time t, if a (expanded) suppression algorithm identifies a cell that would be suppressed under PSS,
all establishments that contribute to that cell in time period t are replaced
by synthetic establishments that match on certain characteristics Z in periods t − p through t, for t and the next n periods. Synthetic and observed
values are then tabulated to create the release statistics. To smooth the
phasing out of the synthetic establishments, we define weights w(n) that
decline monotonically from unity to zero for synthetic establishments, and
increase correspondingly for real establishments. If Z describes only the
margin characteristics for the table in question (denoted by k below), and
not any additional characteristics, and for p = n = 0, the algorithm is similar to the “drop-in” algorithm, but creates consistent higher-level tables
automatically. On the other hand, the “forward-longitudinal algorithm”
cannot be done post-publication without the re-release of historical tabulations.
In this paper, we will restrict ourselves to p = 0 and n = {0, 4}
in order to assess the time-consistency of the proposed algorithms for a
single implicate. We have previously assessed the impact of Algorithm 1
4

The Census Disclosure Review Board has not pronounced itself on the disclosure
avoidance methodology proposed here as of December 2015.

(defined below) [21]. Assessing the impact of using multiple implicates as
well as identifying acceptable values of Z, p, and n is deferred to future
work.
3.2

Definitions

The variable of interest is establishment employment ejt , with establishments indexed by j and years indexed by t. All other variables (job creation and destruction from establishment entry, exit, expansion and contraction) are derived from that basis. For instance, an establishment is
“born” at time t if employment is positive for the first time in t:

1 if ejt > 0 and ejt−s = 0 ∀s ≥ 1
(1)
birthjt =
0 otherwise
We will denote aggregations using capital letters, so (national) employment is denoted as
J
X
E·t =
ejt
(2)
j=1

and (national) births are
Birth·t =

J
X

birthjt .

(3)

j=1

An establishment j has a vector of time-invariant and time-varying characteristics kt (j), such as industry and geographic location (time-invariant),
but also derived characteristics, such as establishment or firm age and size.
In a slight abuse of notation, j ∈ Kt0 describes the set of firms at time t
such that kt (j) = k 0 . Generically,
X
Xk0 t =
xjt
(4)
j∈Kt0

describes the different aggregations across establishments having characteristics k 0 at time t, for instance aggregations by establishment age or
metropolitan areas, referred to as “confidential BDS” (BDSconf ).
For any establishment j, the synthesized version of variable xjt (from
a single implicate) is denoted x̃j t. The vector k̃t (j) describes the set of
characteristics when using the synthetic dataset, which will generally differ from kt (j) because time-varying derived characteristics such as age

and size will differ (at this time, neither industry nor geography are synthesized). We designate the set of establishments j with synthetic characteristics k̃t (j) as K̃t0 , and will refer to them as “synthetic establishments.”
Aggregations across synthetic establishments are
X
X̃k0 t =
x̃jt
(5)
j∈K̃t0

and will be referred to as “synthetic BDS” (BDS(s) ).
Finally, suppression rules for (aggregate) variable X are captured by
X
It , such that the releasable variable X o under the current regime (PSS)
can be described by

Xko0 t


=

X =1
Xk0 t if Ikt
missing otherwise

(6)

For later reference, we denote the tabulations created as per (6) as
BDS(0) .
3.3

Algorithm 1: Drop-in

We can now express the “drop-in” algorithm, leading to the released variable X (i) , as:
if ItX = 0 then
(i)
Xk0 t = X̃k0 t
else
(i)
Xk0 t = Xk0 t
end if
Thus, simply computing a “SynBDS”, based on the SynLBD, in parallel to the computation of the BDS, based on the confidential LBD,
and replacing suppressed cells with their fully synthetic counterparts,
yields a dataset without missing cells. Note that we have assumed the
existence of only one synthetic implicate; the use of multiple synthetic
implicates would replace the second component of Algorithm 1 with
P
(i)
Xk0 t = 1` `l=1 X̃k0 tl , the average across ` implicates. In general, increasing the number of implicates will improve the analytic validity, but reduce
the protection provided by the synthesis process.
Because no time-consistency is imposed, this method can lead to seam
biases or higher intertemporal variance. Furthermore, only interior cells

are adjusted, but no margins are corrected, likely leading to discrepancies
in the global table structure. Raking would solve that issue, but is not
explored here.
In order to smooth the time-series generated by this process, and to
provide a comparison to the microdata-based smoothing outlined later in
this section, we generalize the above algorithm to combine not just synthetic tabulations in periods with suppression, but also in later periods.
Thus, in periods that follow a period with ItX = 1, we average synthetic
tabulations with non-suppressed tabulations, for up to n periods:
Algorithm 1: Weighted Drop-in
X =0
s∗ = mins∈[0,n] s.t. It−s
if n > 0 and ∃s∗ then 
∗
∗
(i)
Xk0 t = sn Xk0 t + 1 − sn X̃k0 t
else if n = 0 and ItX = 0 then
(i)
Xk0 t = X̃k0 t
else
(i)
Xk0 t = Xk0 t
end if
For n = 0 this reduces to the prior expression. For later reference, we
denote the tabulations created by Algorithm 1 as BDS(i) in its general
form, and as BDS(in) when n = 0.
3.4

Algorithm 2: Forward-longitudinal

In part to address the possible time-inconsistencies we propose an alternative algorithm. In order to minimize future seam issues, we downweight
or remove establishments (or firms) that contribute to sensitive cells of
tabulations with characteristics k 0 t, for t and the next n−1 periods. These
establishments are (partially) replaced by synthetic establishments that
match on characteristics k 0 t, and we simply replace the observed values
in the database xjs with the synthetic values x̃js (for all variables), for
s = t, . . . , t + n. For convenience, denote by Jk−0 t the set of establishments
that are to be excluded from tabulations at time t, and Jk+0 t the set of synthetic establishments that are added to the tabulations as replacements.
We construct Jk−0 t by first adding establishment identifiers that meet the
X at time t. In addition, we assign establishments
suppression conditions Ikt
to Jk−0 s for the n periods after a cell stops being sensitive as well. Formally,
X , for s ∈ [t + 1, t + n] if
we add those same establishments to “future” Iks
−
n > 0. Thus, at any point in time t, the set Jk0 t contains establishments

that met suppression conditions now and in the past, i.e., in [t − n, t].
In order to “smooth” the tabulated data, we specify a per-establishment
weight wjs ∈ [0, 1], applied to the observed data, that increases from 0 in t
to 1 in t + n, and a per-establishment weight w̃js , applied to the synthetic
data, that decreases from 1 in t to 0 in t + n, thus “blending in” the real
establishments, and “blending out” the synthetic establishments. Setting
wjs = 0, s ∈ [t, t + n − 1] and w̃js = 1, s ∈ [t, t + n − 1] effectively removes
the real establishments from the tabulation, being completely replaced
by the synthetic establishments. In its simplest form, the algorithm can
be expressed as
Algorithm
2: Forward-longitudinal
P
Compute: Xk0 t = j∈K 0 xjt
t
Compute: ItX
if ItX = 0 then
// Suppression condition met for cell k 0
Assign all j ∈ Kt0 to Jk−0 s for t ≤ s ≤ t + n
Assign all j ∈ K̃t0 to Jk+0 t for t ≤ s ≤ t + n
end if
Compute:
X
X
X
(iiw)
Xk0 t =
w̃jt x̃jt +
wjt xjt +
xjt
−
−
+
j∈Kt0 ∧j∈Jk0 t
j∈Kt0 ∧j ∈J
/ k0 t
j∈{Kt0 ∩Jk0 t }

where the first component is the (possibly down-weighted) sum of synthetic data, the second component is the (up-weighted) sum of observed
establishments in periods after they are no longer part of sensitive cells,
and the third component is sum of establishments that were not part of
sensitive establishments in the past (or outside of the window [t − n, t]).
For n = ∞, Jt− is an absorbing set, which seems undesirable. For
n = 0, this is similar to, but not equal to Algorithm 1. Note that in
contrast to Algorithm 1, all higher level tabulations are consistent, since
the replacement occurs at the microdata level, not at the tabulation cell
level.
X = 0, i.e., the
Consider the case for period s for which IsX = 1 and Is−1
suppression conditions no longer apply. By assignment in period s − 1,
some LBD establishments are still assigned to Jk−0 s , and some synthetic
establishments are still part of Jk+0 t . However, new LBD establishments
(ii)
that are identified by k 0 are counted in Xk0 t by virtue of the second

sum. Equivalently, establishments (synthetic or real) that move out of
k 0 (because they age or grow out of the category) naturally drop out
(ii)
of Xk0 t . Note that because we condition on Jk0 , synthetic establishments
that naturally exit tabulation cell k 0 are not counted toward an alternative
tabulation cell k ? , unless that cell is also a candidate for suppression. For
reference, we denote the tabulations created by Algorithm 2 as BDS(ii) .

3.5

Multiplicative Noise Infusion

Multiplicative noise infusion was originally proposed by [25]. Implementations include the Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) [26] and the
CBP. We apply multiplicative noise to employment counts and payroll
measures (although our analysis in this paper only focuses on employmentbased measures).
Multiplicative noise is drawn for each establishment j from a bilateral
ramp distribution:


1+b−δ




2 , δ ∈ [1 + a, 1 + b]

(b
−
a)



p (δj ) = δ − (1 − b) , δ ∈ [1 − b, 1 − a]


(b − a)2







0
, otherwise

(7)

where a = c/100 and b = d/100 are constants chosen such that the
true value is distorted by a minimum of c percent and a maximum of
d percent. This produces a random noise factor centered around 1 with
distortion of at least c and at most d percent. Figure 1 depicts such a
distribution. The noise factor is drawn only once, and retained for all
time periods after the initial assignment. For this exercise, we set c = 10
and d = 25 percent as plausible numbers, for illustration only. Note that
these numbers are in general confidential, and we have no knowledge of
the actual parameters used in QWI and CBP. Both QWI and CBP use
slightly more complex noise infusion algorithms that takes into account
the firm structure and table structure, and include suppression for the
smallest cells where multiplicative noise provides insufficient protection.
None of those additional features are implemented here. We denote the
tabulations protected by noise infusion as BDS(n) .

4

Analysis

We used SynLBD [18] together with confidential BDS microdata (as of
June 2015) for BDS tabulations by establishment age and size (bds e agesz),
creating BDS(s) and BDSconf , respectively. For the published data BDS(0) ,
we used data from the September 2014 release. We note that the BDS
microdata is thus of more recent vintage, and contains some improvements in the underlying data. This leads to certain discrepancies in the
results, as will be evidenced in the tables. Using Algorithm 1 and combining BDS(0) and BDS(s) , we created BDS(i) and BDS(in) . Using Algorithm 2 and combining the microdata underlying BDS(s) and BDSconf ,
we created BDS(ii) with n = 4, linear wjs , and p = 0. Further variation of the weights wjs and of n lead to BDS(ii) (w = 0) = BDS(iiw) and
BDS(ii) (n = 0) = BDS(iin) , respectively. We create BDS(n) with c = 10
and d = 25 percent the brackets of the noise distribution.
The analysis is restricted to 1977-1999 because SynLBD version 2.0 is
only available through 2001, and we chose to avoid any issues at the
boundaries of the data. As noted in Table 1, about 26% of all cells
in publicly available BDS(0) have some suppression. For this version
of the paper, we analyzed two variables, “Job Creation by establishment births” (job creation births) and “Job Creation by continuing
establishments” (job creation continuers). Other variables, such as
the number of establishments (estabs) and “Employment” (emp), which
are never suppressed, serve as a benchmark.
4.1

Extent of protection

Protection of the table relies in large part on the fact that the data
replacing the suppressions is itself synthetic, and released (in the case
of the examples in this paper) or (potentially) releasable (for tabulations
with geography) to a broad audience [27]. No establishment’s observed
data is released in the SynLBD, and only the industry distribution of
establishments is preserved exactly.5 A detailed analysis, based in part
on a comparison of the confidential and synthetic microdata is provided
elsewhere [11]. Very few synthetic values are close to the corresponding
confidential values, and [11] conclude that the synthetic microdata is not
5

To be precise, the number of establishments that ever exist within each 3-digit
Standard Industry Classification (SIC) throughout the timeframe of the synthesis
is preserved exactly. At any given point of time, though, that number will diverge
from the confidential number.

disclosive of the confidential microdata. It follows that tabulations of nondisclosive microdata are themselves not disclosive.
We do, however, note that one particular attribute present on the
confidential microdata - geography - was not included on the released
synthetic microdata. Several of the tabulations listed in Table 1 and 6
are cross-tabulated by geography. Two options thus arise: (i) to release a
version of the SynLBD with protected geography (see ongoing work [23]),
and then use that version for tabulations; (ii) to create a non-released
version of the SynLBD that may not satisfy the criteria for release at
the microdata level, but does allow for the computation of releasable
tabulations. Neither of these options are explored in the present article.
4.2

Aggregate differences

The present version of the SynLBD, created in 2011, has some small aggregate differences with the released BDS tables. Our analysis will not
take any particular measures to alleviate the bias. Figure 2 shows aggregated denom (average employment), job creation, and job creation by establishment births and continuing establishments, and Figure 3 presents
the percentage difference between the released data and the synthetic
data at the most aggregated level, for the same variables. We note that
whereas total employment is only marginally lower in the synthetic data
at any point in time, synthetic job creation is significantly higher. The
synthetic data underestimates job creation by establishment births, and
overestimates job creation by continuing establishments. These points
were originally highlighted elsewhere [11], and are being addressed in the
next iteration of the SynLBD.
For comparison, there are no such differences at the most aggregated
level between releasable and noise-infused tabulations (not shown). Percentage differences are less than two-tenths of a percent in all cases, as
expected.
4.3

Analytical validity

We turn to an assessment of analytical validity. In order to assess the
analytical validity of each of the methods, we focus on simple time-series
properties of the Xk0 t . In particular, we estimate a AR(2) process for each
(0)
(s)
(i)
(ii)
(iiw)
(iin)
of time-series generated by Xk0 t , Xk0 t , Xk0 t , Xk0 t , Xk0 t , Xk0 t , and Xk0 t .
We then assess, for each statistic X under each of the regimes, the number
of feasible regressions for Xk0 t (for some values of k, data points may be
missing because out-of-scope in certain time periods), and what fraction

of the feasible regressions can be replicated under the alternate regimes.
Table 2 presents these results for a number of variables. Conditional on
a feasible estimation, we tabulate the fraction of ρ1 estimates that are
statistically significant at conventional levels (Table 2).
Two measures of utility are also computed. We compute coverage as
the percentage of regressions where the true ρ1 lies within the confidence
band around the coefficient estimated from the comparison ρ∗1 for each
of the tables generated by the different algorithms. Let (L∗ , U ∗ ) be the
95% confidence interval for ρ∗1 . Coverage is the percentage of AR(2) estimates for which the “true” ρ1 ∈ (L∗ , U ∗ ). We generalize this measure
as suggested by [28], and compute the interval overlap measure Jk . Consider the overlap of confidence intervals (L, U ) for ρ1 (estimated from
the confidential data) and (L∗ , U ∗ ) for ρ∗1 . Let Lover = max(L, L∗ ) and
U over = min(U, U ∗ ). Then the average overlap in confidence intervals is
Jk∗



1 U over − Lover
U over − Lover
=
+
2
U −L
U ∗ − L∗

We then average Jk∗ over all estimated AR(2) regressions. Results are
summarized in Tables 4 and 5.
We start by noting issues surrounding establishment births in both the
synthetic and different releases of the observed data. Establishment births
are particularly sensitive to identifier linkages, and regular improvements
to the BDS microdata occur. On the other hand, it is one of the more
difficult events to synthesize. This leads to discrepancies both between
the synthetic and the confidential data, and between the public-use data
released in September 2014 and the (preliminary) confidential tabulations
from the June 2015 BDS microdata.
We further note that the first two rows of each table serve as a control, reporting results for emp and estabs, never show any differences,
since there are no observed suppressions. Job creation, which also is never
suppressed, does show some differences in Table 5 between BDS(0) and
BDSconf , presumably due to data revisions.
Tables 4 and 5 paint approximately the same picture. The synthetic
data is sufficiently different to distort inferences in our application further
away from the results obtained from the confidential data. While the
published data, despite having suppressed cells, has an average Jk of
92.6%, filling in suppressions together with smoothing (n = 4) yields an
average Jk of 77.5%. Clearly this is being driven by the increased use of
statistically different synthetic data, since setting n = 0 (and thus using
less synthetic data in the tabulations) yields a higher average Jk . The

results obtained through Algorithm 2 are qualitatively better, with very
little variation across the parameter variations. Given the data vintage
(0)
(ii)
differences noted above, it is not reasonable to compare Jk and Jk
directly until consistent input data can be used.

5

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have described several alternate mechanisms to substitute for suppressions in small-cell tabulations of business microdata, with
the goal of improving analytic validity while maintaining a sufficiently
high standard of disclosure limitation. Neither mechanism fundamentally
changes the existing suppression methodology, rather, the mechanisms
work to fill in the holes created by the suppression methodology. In particular, the first methodology (Algorithm 1) can be used ex-post, after
initial publication of tabulations with cell suppressions.
Leveraging the availability of a high-quality synthetic dataset (the
Synthetic LBD) with proven disclosure limitation efficiency and analytic
validity [11], the first method is very simple, but may suffer from seam biases and time-inconsistency. The second method aims to improve on that
by “blending in” real establishments after the need for suppressions has
disappeared, which may slightly reduce analytic validity in time periods
where the strict application of the suppression algorithms would no longer
impose any constraints, but improving on the time-series properties of the
released data.
For reference, we have also used a noise-infused version of the BDS,
and performs similarly if not better.
The (preliminary) results do not bear out our hypothesis that the
use of microdata for prolonged periods of time improves the analytic
validity of the data. However, we refrain from definitive conclusions at
this time, due to differences in the underlying microdata that contaminate
the current results. Current improvements in the upcoming next release
of both the existing BDS (expected in late 2015) and a new release of
the Synthetic LBD will need to be incorporated for a more consistent
analysis. Clearly, the success of our proposed methods depends heavily
on the analytic validity of the underlying synthetic data being used.
Recent developments to improve the micro-level analytic validity of
the SynLBD [24] should improve the analytic validity of the mechanisms
proposed here as well. We also compare our proposed mechanisms to
the actual published, but otherwise unmodified BDS. Comparing postpublication improvements to a table with suppressions [29] will inevitably

lead to an apparent reduction in the utility of this particular approach.
Finally, the approach relies on continuous availability of synthetic microdata with analytical validity. Other approaches rely on fewer data points,
and thus may be favored due to lower implementation costs.
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Appendix
Ramp algorithm in SAS
%l e t s e e d =12345;
%l e t a = . 1 ;
%l e t b = . 2 5 ;
data t e s t ;
do i = 1 t o 1 0 0 0 0 0 ;
x=r a n u n i (& s e e d . ) ;
if 0
l t x l e 0 . 5 then y=(1−&b ) + (&b − &a ) ∗ ( 2 ∗ ( . 5 − x ) ) ∗ ∗ . 5 ;
else i f 0.5 l t x le 1
then y=(1+&b ) − (&b − &a ) ∗ ( 2 ∗ ( x − . 5 ) ) ∗ ∗ . 5 ;
output ;
end ;
run ;
/∗ t e s t t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n ∗/
/∗
∗ Turns on s t a n d a r d g r a p h i c s ;
∗/
ods g r a p h i c s on / imagename=”SGPlot ” width =3000px ;
/∗
∗ C r e a t e s a ( f u l l −s i z e page ) PDF;
ods PDF f i l e =”SGPlot . pdf ” n o t o c d p i =600 ;
∗ C r e a t e s a SVG f i l e ;
ods p r i n t e r f i l e =”SGPlot . svg ” ;
∗/
o p t i o n s c e n t e r nodate nonumber ;
ods p r i n t e r p r i n t e r=png f i l e =”SGPlotHiDef . png” d p i =600;
p r o c s g p l o t data=t e s t ;
h i s t o g r a m y/ b i n s t a r t =0.7 b i n w i d t h = 0 . 0 0 1 ;
x a x i s d i s p l a y =( n o l a b e l ) l a b e l =’ l a b e l ’
min =0.7 max=1&b . v a l u e s =(0.75 0 . 9 1 . 1 1 . 2 5 ) ;
y a x i s d i s p l a y =( n o l a b e l ) ;
run ;
ods p r i n t e r c l o s e ;

Tables

Table 1. Suppressions in establishment-level BDS
Number
Suppressions (%)
of
Job creation
cells Any
by entrants by continuers
Age
337 0.3
0.3
0.3
Age-Initial Size
3033 18.5
14.2
14.2
Age-SIC
3033
3
2.9
2.9
Age-State
19023 3.3
3.2
3.2
Age-Size
3033 26.9
16.1
16.1
All
36
0
0
0
Initial Size
324 0.3
0
0
Initial Size-SIC
2916 19.8
6.5
6.8
Initial Size-State
18357 26.8
11.2
11.6
SIC
324
0
0
0
State
1836
0
0
0
Size
324 0.3
0
0
Size-SIC
2915 28.1
11.6
12.3
Size-State
18358 31.7
14.5
15
Note: Cells are year x categories, where the number
of categories varies by published table.
Type

Table 2. Analytic validity: Feasibility of AR(2) regressions

Variable
emp
estabs
estabsentry
jobcreation
jobcreationbirths
jobcreationcontinuers

Number
feasible
Xk0 t
90
90
64
90
90
81

(s)

Xk0 t
0
0
59.4
0
25.6
0

(0)

Xk0 t
0
0
0
0
18.9
6.2

(i)

Xk0 t
0
0
0
0
13.3
0

Percent
Infeasible
(in)
(ii)
Xk0 t
Xk0 t
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13.3
1.1
0
0

(iiw)

Xk0 t

0
0
0
0
2.2
0

(iin)

Xk0 t

0
0
0
0
1.1
0

(n)

Xk0 t
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 3. Analytic validity: AR(2) regressions with significant parameters

Variable
emp
estabs
estabsentry
jobcreation
jobcreationbirths
jobcreationcontinuers

ρ1
0.256
0.267
0.109
0.178
0.078
0.21

(s)

ρ1
0.2
0.178
0
0.1
0.015
0.111

(0)

ρ1
0.256
0.267
0.063
0.178
0.068
0.184

Percent
significant
(in)
(i)
(ii)
ρ1
ρ1
ρ1
0.256 0.256 0.256
0.267 0.267 0.267
0.078 0.078 0.109
0.178 0.178 0.178
0.09 0.115 0.067
0.16 0.247 0.173

(iiw)

ρ1
0.256
0.267
0.109
0.178
0.08
0.173

(iin)

ρ1
0.256
0.267
0.109
0.178
0.067
0.16

(n)

ρ1
0.244
0.267
0.078
0.167
0.078
0.173

Table 4. Analytic validity: AR(2) regressions: Coverage

Variable
(s)

emp
estabs
estabsentry
jobcreation
jobcreationbirths
jobcreationcontinuers

ρ1
88.9
88.9
92.3
82.2
89.6
76.5

(0)

ρ1
100
100
90.6
100
91.8
100

(i)

ρ1
100
100
90.6
100
91
81.5

Coverage
(in)
(ii)
ρ1
ρ1
100
100
100
100
90.6
100
100
100
89.7 97.8
87.7 87.7

(iiw)

ρ1
100
100
100
100
97.7
88.9

(iin)

ρ1
100
100
100
100
98.9
86.4

(n)

ρ1
100
100
100
100
100
100

Table 5. Analytic validity: AR(2) regressions: Interval overlap

Variable
(s)

emp
estabs
estabsentry
jobcreation
jobcreationbirths
jobcreationcontinuers

Jk
83.4
80.4
78.7
73.3
72.9
70.7

(0)

Jk
99.4
97.6
82.6
94.4
80.9
92.6

(i)

Jk
100
100
82.6
100
81.5
77.5

Interval
overlap
(in)
(ii)
Jk
Jk
100
100
100
100
82.6
100
100
100
79.9 91.9
81.6 85.1

(iiw)

Jk

100
100
100
100
91.9
85.3

(iin)

Jk
100
100
100
100
91.8
85

(n)

Jk
97.7
97.8
95.8
96
94.5
95.9

Table 6. Suppressions in firm-level BDS

Type
all
metrononmetro
sic
age
agemetrononmetro
st
agemsa
szmsa
agest
agesic
isz
iszmetrononmetro
sz
szmetrononmetro
iszst
szst
iszsic
szsic
ageisz
agesz
ageiszmetro
ageszmetrononmetro
ageiszsic

Level
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

No. of
Percent
cells suppressed
35
70
315
325
650
1785
118950
153688
18360
2925
420
840
420
840
23205
23205
3780
3780
3874
3843
7647
7575
31500

Note: Cells are year x categories, where the
number of categories varies by published table.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.3
1.4
1.8
2.8
9
9.8
10.2
11.1
16.1
16.2
18.7
19.9
24.2
26.6
29.1
30.8
41.3

Figures

Fig. 1. Empirical distribution of noise

Fig. 2. Levels of released and synthetic data

Fig. 3. Differences between released and synthetic data
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